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			Imagine a world where product quality is integrated into every function in
		
			your organization. Developers, quality engineers, product managers, leaders
		
			at all levels, sales, services, and support work together and focus on a
		
			shared vision. That vision consists of delivering quality value to customers
		
			and enabling a fast flow of planned work into production. I know that may be
		
			a bit of a stretch of the imagination for most organizations, but the path and
		
			guidance on how to get there over time is what we will be focusing on here.
		


		
			Every time we ask our customers about our product quality, they focus on
		
			their total experience in dealing with our product and teams. Their quality
		
			perception starts from the moment they search for a solution online and
		
			keeps going as they deal with our sales team, internal product team, and support
		
			organization throughout the usage of the solution. In other words, they
		
			value their entire user journey with their vendor.
		


		
			Many organizations have adopted Agile as a practice to deliver high-quality
		
			product releases with high value to the market faster. While it is crucial to
		
			focus on the mechanics of Agile disciplines internally, it is also important
		
			to define what quality is, how customers view quality, and how it actually
		
			impacts customer satisfaction and loyalty in such a way that it brings additional
		
			business opportunities and enhances revenue. Many teams have historically
		
			focused on product releases that are rich in new features while giving little
		
			attention to improving the customer experience on existing features. Lack
		
			of focus on continuous improvement along with not engaging end users to
		
			gather feedback have created friction and in many cases have cost companies
		
			revenue due to losing customer loyalty.
		


		
			In today’s digital world, there is no shortage of data. Collecting relevant data,
		
			analyzing it, and using telemetry can play a big role in the quality journey when
		
			delivering relevant solutions to customers and improving upon them at all
		
			times. With telemetry we can pivot and redirect our focus to adapt our ways
		
			of doing business to deliver the best value to our customers. Yet, telemetry is
		
			not fully adopted in most companies with legacy code and features.
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R Through Excel: A Spreadsheet Interface for Statistics, Data Analysis, and Graphics (Use R!)Springer, 2009

	
		In this book, the authors build on RExcel, a free add-in for Excel that can be downloaded from the R distribution network. RExcel seamlessly integrates the entire set of R's statistical and graphical methods into Excel, allowing students to focus on statistical methods and concepts and minimizing the distraction of learning a new...
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Pediatric and Adolescent Musculoskeletal MRI: A Case-Based ApproachSpringer, 2007


	MRI has transformed the field of pediatric and adolescent musculoskeletal imaging.

	When the more senior (and gray haired) of the two authors completed his pediatric

	radiology training, orthopedic radiology was a primarily plain film based discipline,

	occasionally supplemented by arthrography. Although much could be gleaned from...
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Pro Netbeans IDE 6 Rich Client Platform EditionApress, 2008
In the beginning, code was written using simple text-based tools like Notepad. For the purposes of this discussion, I’ll define “beginning” as the early to mid-1990s, when Java first started to become popular. Using the combination of a text editor and command prompt, users could write and compile code.

It was quickly...
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Programming Google App Engine (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

 As one of today's cloud computing services, Google App Engine does more than provide access to a large system of servers. It also offers you a simple model for building applications that scale automatically to accommodate millions of users. With Programming Google App Engine, you'll get expert practical guidance that will help...
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Data Mining with SQL Server 2005John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Your in-depth guide to using the new Microsoft data mining standard to solve today's business problems
    Concealed inside your data warehouse and data marts is a wealth of valuable information just waiting to be discovered. All you need are the right tools to extract that information and put it to use. Serving as your expert...
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Virtual Futures for Design, Construction and ProcurementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"For the knowledgeable reader in ICT research it is a must to confirm where technology is now and moreover to see where it is going in the future." Building Engineer

       Bill Bygrave is the Director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Babson College, where he also teaches Free Enterprise....
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